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THE OPTICAL ACTIVITY OF MACROMOLECULES 

INTRODUCTION 

This review will include experimental and theoretical work on 

absorption and scattering of light by chiral macromolecules. 

All molecules absorb light, but only chiral (handed) molecules 

show a preferential absorption for right or left circularly 

polarized light. This phenomenon of circular dichroism (CD) 

has been very useful in characterizing any chiral aggregate 

of chromophores—including proteins, nucleic acids and their 

complexes. We will discuss theoretical methods which relate 

the absorption and circular dichroism of a polymer or 

agregate to the optical properties of its constituent parts. 

The experimental data reviewed will be limited essentially 

to nucleic acids simply for lack of space. 

Two new experimental methods which are particularly use-

ful for macromolecules, or for systems that scatter a 

significant fraction of the incident light are fluorescence 

detected circular dichroism and circular intensity 

differential scattered light. Fluorescence detected circular 

dichroisrn (FDCD), as the name implies, uses the intensity of 

the fluorescence emitted to monitor the intensity of the 

light absorbed (167). This method provides two main 

advantages: (a) The spectrum of a complex system containing 

many chromophores, but only a few fluorophores is greatly 

simplified. (b) Scattering artefacts which plague circular 

dichroism studies using transmitted light measurements are 
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partly avoided by use of fluorescence detection. The theory 

(159, 160) and practice (108, 166) of fluorescence detected 

circular dichroism have recently been discussed so we will 

not review them further.. The intensity of light scattered 

by chiral systems will depend on whether the incident light 

is right or left circularly polarized. This is known as the 

circular intensity differential of scattered light. Studies 

of differential light scattering for chiral systems are very 

recent, but we think that they will become increasingly 

important. Circular intensity differential scattered light 

is most informative when periodicities in the system are of 

the order of the wavelength of the incident light. 

Other recent reviews which will provide a broader picture 

have been published by Woody (176), Johnson (92) and Bayley 

(8). The proceedings of a NATO Institute on Optical Activity 

and Chiral Discrimination held in 1978. (115) discusses topics 

such as vibrational circular dichroism, Raman optical activity 

and circular polarization of luminescence (155) which are 

omitted here. 

CIRCULAR DICHROISM: THEORY 

We want to be able to interpret a measured optical property 

for a macromolecule or, in general, a large aggregate of 

chromophores, in terms of structure. That is, we want to 

know how the chromophores are arranged relative to each other. 

For example, in chromatin we want to know what is the 
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secondary structure of the DNA (A-, B-, or C- like) and what is its 

tertiary structure (pitch and radius of super helix)? In 

membranes, organelleS, cells, etc. larger partially ordered 

arrays may be of interest. It is clear that useful theo-

retical methods will have to be approximate; one can not 

treat the system as a many electron molecule. Therefore, 

the necessary approximation in practical theories of aggre-

gate optical properties is that the subunits do not exchange 

or transfer electrons. With this constraint the steps used 

to devise a useful theory are: 

Divide the system into subunits. 

Decide how the subunits interact. Usually only two 

subunits are considered to interact at one time; the 

influence of other subunits is included as an effective 

dielectric constant. Both dynamic and static electric 

interactions can be considered. 

Write the optical properties of the aggregate in 

terms of the properties of the subunits and their inter-

actions. The structure of the aggregate determines the 

magnitude of the interactions. 

It is thus clear that from the (assumed) known properties 

of the subunits, a proposed structure of the aggregate, and 

the theory, one can calculate an optical property. Comparison 

with experiment will show which proposed structures are 

possible. If enough optical data are measured, it may be 

possible to severely limit the number of possible structures. 
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Ignoring scattering effects, we can measure absorption, 

circular dichroism or ellipticity, refraction, and optical 

rotation or circular birefringence. The wider the wavelength 

range used the better; also, studies of oriented systems 

provide more information. 

We can roughly estimate the amount of experimental 

information available from all the measurements. The 

absorption and circular dichroism spectra can provide the 

number and positions of transitions present in the wavelength 

region. For an oriented system we could measure up to three 

different absorption spectra (three directions of polariza-

tion) and three different circular dichroism spectra (three 

directions of incidence). For each transition we could thus 

get six experimental quantities: three dipole strengths 

measuring absorption and three rotational strengths measuring 

circular dichroisrn. For a system with only one axis of 

orientation such as an electrically oriented or flow oriented 

system, only two independent directions (parallel and 

perpendicular to the axis) are present. Each transition 

can be characterized by two dipole strengths and two rota-

tional strengths. For an unoriented system there is one 

average dipole strength and one average rotational strength 

for each transition. The circular dichroisrn and circular .  

birefringence (or optical rotation) are related by Kronig-

Kramers transforms; as are the absorption and refraction. 

Therefore, if we knew the circular dichroism at all wavelengths 
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it would be redundant to also measure the optical rotation. 

However, for a finite wavelength region, measurement of both 

circular dichroism and optical rotatory dispersion can 

provide new information such as the location of transitions 

outside the accessible wavelength region (24). 

The most useful type of theory—which has not yet been 

developed' as far as we know—is one which would directly give 

some structural information from the measured spectrum. The 

Patterson function in X-ray diffraction is an example of this 

type of method. It would be good to be able to use the 

measured polymer spectrum and subunit spectra to calculate a 

function which depended only on the interactions between 

subunits. 

P01 ymers 

We will consider a polymer, or aggregate, made up of subunits 

which have no electron overlap between them. We must now 

decide what kinds of interactions between subunits are 

pertinent. Simpson and Peterson (149) deduced some very 

general conclusions about this and introduced the idea of 

strong and weak coupling. Strong coupling occurs when the 

largest interaction between subunits is greater than the half-

width at half height of the absorption band involved in the 

interaction. Weak coupling occurs when the largest interaction 

between subunits is smaller than the half-width at half 

height. The reason for making the distinction is that dif-

ferent approximations are appropriate for these two cases. 



In strong coupling one should consider interactions between 

electronic transitions; in weak coupling, interactions between 

individual vibronic transitions of an electronic band are 

important. In principle one should decide if the polymer 

corresponds to weak or strong coupling and then one should 

apply the appropriate theory. In practice, as we shall see, 

useful information can be obtained by applying either strong 

or weak coupling methods to the same polymer. Furthermore, 

it is possible that a polymer will show weak or strong 

coupling depending on the wavelength region. 

Most of the biological polymers have fairly broad absorp-

tion bands and thus show weak coupling. For example the 

nucleic acid bases have absorption' widths at half height of 

3000 cm 1  to 5000 cm'. The most quoted example of strong 

coupling is found in aggregates of cyanine dyes in aqueous 

solution (122) 

STRONG COUPLING 	If the subunits have line spectra 

(absorption bands have zero width), then any interaction 

gives strong coupling. Therefore, the simplest theory for 

treating polymers is to approximate the subunit spectra by 

lines, and to calculate a line spectrum for the polymer. 

This is the exciton model (8, 156). 

The polymer Hamiltonian is a sum of subunit HamiltoflianS 

plus an interaction potential ij-

EH 

 

Ii = 	; Yji 	
1. 

1. 	1:3>1 	 . 
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V.. 13 is Coulomb's Law between all particles in the two subunits 

I and j; an effective dielectric constant is sometimes used. 

The polymer electronic wavefunction, ij, is expanded in a basis 

set of products of subunit electronic wavefunctions, ia 

Where i numbers the subunit and a labels the state (ground, 

first excited, etc.). From the Hamiltonian and the basis set 

the energy matrix (Table 1) is obtained. The eigenvalues 

and eigenvectors of this matrix characterize the polymer 

spectra. Let us consider the types of matrix elements that 

appear in the energy matrix. 

The subunit electronic wavefunctions are orthonormal, 

real wavefunctions so <q.
10

Iq> = 1 1  < ioia c > = o and 

<4. 	> = E. , the energy of the i subunit in its a 

excited state. The matrix elements of the interaction 

potential are designated as follows: 

th 	V 	14. $. > 	V. 	. 
'iO"iO ij JO JO 	100,J0O 

	

<ioiaijtjojo> 	
Vj•0,00 

2. 

<cjii 4 	Iv.. '4. 	. > 	Va ia 1J 	JO JO 	iaa,joo 

<4ioiaIijl4)jojb> = Vioa,job 

V 00,00  represents the interaction between the static charge 

densities in the ground state of subunits i and j. V. - 	ioa,joo 

is the interaction between the transition density of i and 

the static ground state of i• V iaa,3 . 00 
 is the interaction 
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between the static charge density of excited state a of subunit 

i and the static ground state of i• Vjoa,job is the inter-

action between transition charge densities of i and 2• Usually 

the V's are calculated by either a dipole-dipole approximation 

(100) or amonopole-IflOfl0P0le approximatiOn (81). 

Experimentally available data such as the permanent electric 

dipole moment in the ground state, l' the permanent dipole 

in the excited state, p aa' 
 and the transition electric dipole 

moment, p oa' 
 are used to calculate the dipole-dipole interactions. 

In a mc-nopole approximatiofl wavefunctions for the subunits are 

needed. Each atom) excePt hydrogen atoms ) is assigned a 

permanent, p00 , or transition charge, oa The rtonopole-iTiOnOPOle 

interaction involves-a sum over all charges. 

Once values for the elements of the energy matrix are 

obtained, the matrix can be diagonalized to obtain eigenvalues 

and eigenvectors. To reduce the size of the matrix and to 

simplify diagonalization, further approximations are sometimes 

made. One simplification is to omit all static field terms; 

all terms involving static charge densities are set equal to 

zero. 	The rationale for omitting these terms is that 

the largest contribution to shifts in energy levels between 

subunits in a polymer is the interactions between transition 

charge densities which couple singly excited states of the 

same, or similar energies. These interactions give rise to 

the so-called exciton splittings in polymers made of identical 

subunits. To further reduce the size of the matrix, triply 

excited and higher excited states are omitted. 
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The desired polymerpropertieS are calculated from the 

eigenvalues, and the eigenfunctionS of the energy matrix. 

We are usually only interested in the ground and the singly 

excited states. The polymer optical spectra are characterized 

by the positions and magnitudes of the absorption, or circular 

dichroism bands. The positions are 

VK = (EK - E0)/h 
	 3. 

The magnitudes are calculated as dipole strengths for absorp-

tion. 

DK = <OJj.IIK>.<KI11IO> 	 4. 

and rotational strengths for circular dichroism. 

RK 	Im<OIPIK><KImIO> 	
5. 

The symbols 0 and K refer to the ground and excited states of 

the polymer (the eigenstates of the energy matrix). The 

electric dipole moment operator for the polymer is p and rn 

is the magnetic dipole moment operator; they are both written 

as a sum over subunit operators 	and rn). Because the 

magnetic dipole operator depends on choice of origin, the 

rotational strength includes a term which depends on the 

distances (R - R) between subunits. The subunit parameters 

are the subunit transition frequencies, v, electric dipole 

transition mometits, 11 	and magnetic dipole transition 

moments, m jnm 
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The experimental polymer data to compare with the calcu- 	
El 

lated polymer properties are the positions of the bands 

the integrated intensity of the absorption bands (DK) and the 

integrated intensity of the circular dichroism bands (R). 

The experimental problem of resolving a measured spectrum 

into bands is not trivial, particularly for the circular 

dichroism where much cancellation of positive and negative 

regions can occur. 

The expressions for the dipole strength and the rotational 

strength were derived in 1928 (133) with the assumption that 

the wavelength of incident light was large compared to 

dimensions of the molecule. For macromolecules this is not 

necessarily true, but the expressions are valid as long as 

the wavelength is large compared to the distance between 

significantly interacting subunits. For shorter wavelengths, 

or for significant interactions over longer distances, the 

dipole approximation of spectroscopy cannot be made. The 

correct expressions involve matrix elements of the dot product 

of the vector potential of the light with the linear momentum 

operator (135). The absorption and circular dichroism is 

then written in terms of the following operator (161, 162) 

<OJTK> = <OIexpEit)IK> 	 6. 

Here r is the position operator for an electron, p is its 

momentum operator, k is the wave vector of the light and a sum 

over all electrons in the system is implied. 
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We have written various equations and the notation is, 

as usual, arbitrary and unfamiliar to many readers. However, 

the main points should be clear. In strong coupling only 

the electronic states are important. Products of electronic 

states for the subunits form a basis set for obtaining 

polymer electronic (exciton) states. The most general 

method to calculate the polymer states is to diagonalize the 

energy matrix. Once the polymer states are obtained the 

(line) absorption or circular dichroism spectrum of the polymer 

can be calculated using either the dipole approximation or 

the full vector potential for the interaction with the light. 

WEAK COUPLING 	In weak coupling the interaction is between 

individual vibronic components of the subunits. A variety 

of alternative, but equivalent, methods have been used to 

obtain polymer spectra from monomer spectra. The quantum 

mechanical self-consistent field methods are called time-

dependent Hartree or random phase approximations (78, 131). 

The equivalent classical method is the local field approxi-

mation (40, 41). These methods include explicitly only the 

dynamic coupling (transition charge densities) between 

subunits. The shape of the absorption band of each subunit 

is used to calculate the shape of the polymer spectrum. 

Electrostatic effects can be introduced by using a shifted 

absorption band for each subunit. The shift is obtained by 

calculating the effect of the electrostatic fields of the 

rest of the polymer on each subunit. 
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We wIll describe the classical method (40, 41) here, 

because it is easiest to understand. Scientists tend to 

down grade classical approximations relative to quantum 

mechanical methods. However, the classical and quantum 

mechanical methods used in weak coupling are essentially 

equivalent. 

The subunit absorption and circular dichroism can be 

written in terms of subunit electric and magnetic polariza-

bilities. The polarizabilitieS are frequency dependent, 

complex tensors. The real parts characterize the refractive 

index and optical rotation; the imaginary parts characterize 

the absorption and circular dichroism. In the polymer each 

subunit experiences the incident electromagnetic field of the 

light plus the induced fields produced by the light incident 

on all the other subunits. The difference in the local field 

that each subunit senses in the polymer is what causes the 

polymer optical properties to be different from the sum of 

the subunit properties. 

The polymer polarizability (which gives the polymer 

optical properties) is obtained by solving a set of Nr 

linearly dependent equations. Here N is the number of sub- 

units each of which has r bands. The equations depend on 

the complex subunit polarizabilities and on their interactions. 

Thus, the shapes of the polymer spectra are obtained as a 

function of the shapes of the subunit spectra and the all-

order interactions between subunits. The equations are 

solved at each wavelength by matrix inversion. 
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Applequist et al (1) have shown that if all subunits 

are assumed to have Lorentzian band shapes of the same width, 

then the polymer spectra can be obtained as a function of 

frequency with only one matrix inversion. This is a large 

saving in computer time and makes the weak coupling computa-

tion (one matrix inversion) no more time consuming then the 

strong coupling computation (one matrix diagonaliZation). 

The weak coupling and strong coupling approximations are 

very different in the assumptions made and in the methods 

used to obtain polymer spectra. However, for some presumably 

weak-coupled systems the results are nearly the same. Figure 

1 shows a comparision between two calculations (26) for the 

circular dichroism of the dinucleoside phosphate adenyl-3', 

5 1 -ádenosine (ApA). The weak coupling calculation used the 

resolved shape of the adenosine spectrum for the subunit 

shape; adimer spectrum was then calculated. The strong 

coupling calculation gave a line spectrum for the dimer shown 

as the vertical bars; Gaussian bands with 1500 cm bandwidths 

were superimposed to obtain a dimer spectrum. In both calcu-

lations static fields were ignored and the same subunit 

interactions between transition charge densities were used. 

The calculations agree with each other and both agree well 

with experiment above 230 nm. 

NY COUPLING 	There have been "exact" treatments available 

for considering simple, model polymers for some time (52, 116). 
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Identical subunits with only one excited electronic state 

and a simple vibrational progression are common restrictions 

for these methods. One important application of these methods 

has been to test the more practical methods to find when their 

approximations become inadequate. 

A recent method which is approximate, but which applies 

to weak, strong and intermediate coupling has been developed 

by Hemenger et al (83, 84). It is called the degenerate 

ground state model, because an average vibrational energy is 

used for the ground states of the subunits. So far only 

calculations for dimers and for infinite linear polymers 

have been presented. Identical subunits with only one excited 

state were treated. However, further developments may make 

this method a useful, practical one for treating real polymers. 

HELICES 	Symmetry can be very useful in calculating any 

polymer spectra using any method. For large polymers (n -' 

use of symmetry is necessary to obtain .a solution at all. 

The symmetry of the polymer (helical or other symmetry) is 

used to obtain selection rules so that only a few eigenstates 

and eigenfunctions need to be calculated. The first applica-

tion of helical symmetry to polymer circular dichroism spectra 

was incorrect (117). Selection rules for absorption of an 

infinite polymer can be obtained using the usual spectro-

scopic assumption that the wavelength of light is large 

compared to the size of the molecule. However, for circular 

dichroism this cannot be done, because of the contribution 
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from a term linear in the distance between subunits. To 

obtain the correct selection rules the finite wavelength of 

light must be acknowledged; the vector potential of the light, 

not just its linear expansion is necessary. Selection rules 

for infinite, helical polymers have been discussed for both 

the quantum mechanical (39, 109, 130) and classical (103) 

methods. 

CIRCULAR DICHROISM: EXPERIMENT 

Nucleic acids are optically active not only at the primary 

level (the nucleic acid bases with their attached sugars and 

phosphates), but also at the secondary structural levels 

(sequence dependence and dependence on geometrical organiza-

tion) (16, 17, 65, 113, 157, 165, 172). There is increasing 

evidence that tertiary structural organization also has a 

strong influence on the optical activity of large assemblies 

of nucleic acids, nucleoproteins, viruses and such biolo9iCal 

ly significant structures as chromatin, chromosomes and, 

indeed, whole cells (44, 45, 87, 74-77, 105-107, 145, 146, 163) 

Remarkable optical activities have been reported for nucleohistofle 

aggregates (50), DNA condensed in buffer-alcohol solvents 

and the condensates produced by two phase separation methods 

such as the so called Giannoni particles or "crystals" 

(47-49, .48, 54, 55, 66, 95). 

We shall present a selected review of the pertinent 

papers demonstrating each of these effects, i.e. primary 
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effects, secondary effects and tertiary effects. There will 

be necessarily some overlap since for most systems more than 

one effect may be present. 

Primary Structure Effects 

Nucleic acid bases have no optical activity since they 

have a plane of symmetry. However, once they are combined 

with the sugar phosphate moieties this basic symmetry is 

broken and they develop enough activity to be measurable. 

When incorporated into po1ymrs, the base-base interactions 

produce 1arge changes in the magnitudes and shapes of the CD 

spectra which reflect the types of nucleotides, their 

sequences along the strands, the number of strands (single, 

double or triple helices) and the geometries of the strands 

• 	(16, 17, 20, 21, 53 63, .64, 65, 90, 104, 153, 154, 157, 170) 

At present the most successful explanation of the optical 

activity of these polymers is based on interactions between 

.n1r* transitions in the pyrimidine and purine bases. With 

these transitions as a basis, attempts have been made to 

calculate the CD spectra of a variety of single and double- 

stranded polymers with some degree of success (25, 26, 27, 

93, 94). Qualitative agreement with experiment is usually 

found, although large discrepancies sometimes occur. However, 

it is apparently not necessary to postulate n-iTt transitions 

in this region of the spectrum (220 nm to 300 rim) to explain 

the optical activity of nucleic acid polymers. Also, base- 
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sugar and base-phosphate interactions do not seem to be 

necessary (118, 119). Further discussion of these and other 

theories of the optical activity of nucleic acids has been 

recently presented by Woody (176). 

Secondary Structure Effects 

Regardless of base sequence or whether the nucleic acid 

polymers are single or double stranded,the most striking 

differences are those measured between the CD of RNA and of 

DNA (104, 136, 175). The CD spectrum of a DNA molecule in 

aqueous solutions of 0.1 M ionic strength, pH 7.0 is mainly 

"conservative." This means that the total area (rotational 

strength) of the first positive band (maximum at 270-275 nm, 

zero at 257-259 nm). is approximately equal in absolute value 

to that of the negative band (minimum at 245-248 nm, zero at 

approximately 228 rim). Thus the sum of the rotational 

strengths for the polymer in this region is equal to zero, 

hence the name "conservative" (63-68, 88, 89, 104, 157, 177) 

The magnitudes for the CD of DNA are as follows: AE = 2.2 

to 2.4 2,/mole-cm for the maximum and -2.4 to as low as -5.5 2'/ 

mole-cm for the minimum. The CD spectrum of RNA (both double-

stranded and so called single-stranded RNA) has quite a 

different shape. It has a maximum near 260 nm with values 

ranging from 6 to 10 (2./mole-cm), a zero at around 240 rim 

and a minimum at 210 rim with a variation in magnitude of -2 

to -10 2./mole -cm. This minimum, which is always present in 
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all the measured CD of RNA, has not been given enough emphasis 

in the literature and indeed most of the time is not even 

reported in the published RNA CD spectra. However, this is 

an important part of the characterization of the CD of nucleic 

acids whose geometry is similar to that of RNA.. It is 

particularly important for the analysis of DNA in various 

stages of condensation or aggregation as we will discuss 

later (55, 165). 

At present the evidence shows that the difference in CD 

spectra between RNA and DNA is due to the differences in the 

geometries of the polymers. RNA is presumably always found 

in an A-type geometry (A, A' family of geometries, 2) while 

DNA can be found in any of a variety of geometries as 

determined from X-ray analysis of fibers in different relative 

humidities. DNA thus shows widely differing CD spectra 

depending on the temperature, solvent, degree of hydration, 

type of aggregation or condensation, and type and amount of 

complexation with polypeptides and proteins (4, 15-19, 20, 21, 

53, 54, 66, 67, 72-77, 88, 89, 112, 120, 128, 146, 164. 

165, 177, 178, 179). Attempts have been made to relate the 

measured changes in CD to corresponding changes in geometry. 

RNA with a reasonably constant A structure is one reference 

and films of DNA, which have been equilibrated against 

relative humidity conditions analogous to those used to 

produce the A-, B- and C- type geometries found in fibers, 

are other references (2, 128, 165). The CD of films of 

DJA at different relative humidities 	 . 
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was measured by Tunis-Schneider and Maestre (165) 

and the spectra obtained were compared with the CD spectra 

of RNA and DNA in a variety of solvent conditons. The DNA 

films with presumably A-type geometry showed a nonconservative 

CD similar to that of RNA in solution. The B-type film 

conditions gave a conservative CD spectra similar to that of 

fully hydrated DNA in low ionic strength, neutral pH buffers. 

In these two cases there was good agreement between the 

geometries expected from the CD spectra and that predicted 

from X-ray DNA fiber analysis. A further example is the 

work of Gray and Ratliff (64) in which the CD of 

poly[d(A-C)d(G-T)1 is compared with its ribose analog 

polyEr(A-C)'r(G-U)) and with the hybrids polytd(A -C)r(G-U)] 

and poly[r(A-C)d(G-T)]. These duplex polymers with essential-

ly idtrntical base sequences in each of the strands gave A-type 

CD spectra for the ribose polymers, A-type for the ribose-

deoxyribose hybrids and B-type CD spectra for the deoxyribose 

duplex in phosphate buffers. However, at the same salt con-

centration and 60% (w/w) ethanol concentration the deoxyribose 

polymer CD spectrum became essentially the same as that of the 

ribose polymers. This is a clear demonstration that DNA can 

take the same geometry as RNA under proper conditions of 

lowered water activity (dehydration). For these polymers in 

the A geometry there is a maximum at 260 nm with tc = 8, a 

crossover at 240 nm and a negative band with minimum at 210 nm 

(c = -7.5). 
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A third type of CD spectrum for films of DNA in LiC1 

was found at low humidity (165). By analogy with X-ray 

data for fibers of Li DNA under the same relative humidity 

the CD was assigned to a C-type geometry. Similar CD spectra 

had been reported for DNA in a variety of solvents such as 

ethylene glycol, methanol, ethanol and high ionic strength 

solutions. All these solvents have the common property that 

they lower the water activity (32, 34, 69, 120, 164). This 

interpretation that the geometry of DNA in these solvents 

tends to C geometry is controversial. Ivanov and his group 

(88) and Brahms and co-workers have shown that there is a 

generalized change in geometry towards C forms as function 

of dehydration of the DNA molecule (15, 17). Hanlon and 

co-workers have done extensive work on the relations between 

CD spectra and the winding angle of DNAs in aqueous electro-

lyte solutions (28, 77). They first obtained a set of 

reference CD spectra for the A, B and C .  geometries and 

studied the effect of the winding angle of the duplex on the 

measured CD spectra. Their conclusion that the magnitude of 

the positive band above 260 nm decreases in a linear fashion 

as the duplex winding angle increases is consistent with the 

interpretation that the DNA moves smoothly from a B-like 

geometry to a C-like, geometry (28). Theoretical computations 

by Cech and Tinoco (25-27) also show that for a C-type 

geometry there is a general decrease of positive magnitude 

in the first CD band and an increase in absolute (negative) 
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magnitude for the second CD band of some of the polymers 

when compared with a B-type geometry. 

In opposition to the above interpretation are the conclusions 

drawn by Maniatis et al (114) in which they claim 

that X-ray scattering studies of gels of DNA in high salt 

solutions do not show the scattering patterns associated 

with the computed C-type geometry but rather are more closely 

related to those computed from B-type geometry. Similar 

conclusions were obtained by Baase and Johnson (4) 

from their studies on the CD of super coiled DNA as a function 

of winding angle. 

It is important to remember that a basic assumption in 

all these arguments has been that the B-type geometry as 

determined by fiber X-ray scattering is the one found in 

physiological ionic strength buffers. However, Wang 

(171) has recently determined that the average DNA in 

dilute and moderate ionic strength solutions has 10.4 bases 

per turn instead of the 10 bases per turn given by the X-ray 

fiber data. Therefore the association of film CD spectra 

with the measured values has to be modified. 

DNA in Complexes and Aggregates 

The CD spectra of nucleic acids also change when the nucleic acids 

interact with a variety of biological materials such as 

polypeptides, histones, polyamines and proteins (21-23, 30, 35, 

36 1  44, 50, 51, 72,73, 74, 90, 97, 105, 106, .107, 123, 124, 

125, 137, 146, 152, 173). 
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These changes in general show a reduced magnitude of the 

first CD band of DNA corresponding to a purported B to C 

geometry transition (74, 105). However, when the complexes 

are prepared in aparticularmaflners remarkable changes in the 

CD spectra of the DNA occur. Very.large negative or positive 

rotations are seen (23, 50, 51, 147, 149) . Since the 

interpretation of the reduction of the first peak in the CD 

spectra in terms of specific changes in structure of the DNA 

duplex is a controversial one at present, it should be 

approached with caution. The 'orkers in this field are 

divided into two general camps - tnose who interpret the CD 

changes as a manifestation of secondary geometry changes and 

those that claim that the CD changes are primarily a mani-

festation of tertiary structure. If tertiary structure is 

the explanation, it must surely be a manifestation of some 

long range chiral ordering of the type that occurs in liquid 

crystals (29, 37). In this sense it is a type of scattering 

phenomena which we will discuss in the next section. 

Recent work by Baase and Johnson (4) has determined the 

change in the average rotation of the bases about the helix 

axis as DNA is transferred from solutions containing 0.05 N 

NaCl to 3.0 M CsC1, 6.2 M LiCl and 5.4 M NH4 C1 . This work 

allowed them to relate the intensity of the CD of DNA at 275 

nm directly to the change in the number of base pairs per turn. 

The geometrical change on going from low salt to high salt is 

of the order of -0.22 ± .02 base pairs per turn. Baase and 
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Johnson applied these results to the CD studies of Cowman 

and Fasman (36) on nucleosome structure. Their conclusions 

are that there is a change in secondary structure corres-

ponding to 0.31 (± 0.03) bases per turn of DNA. This change 

in secondary structure can be combined with the change in 

linking number of -1.25 turns per nucleosoine (96 1  148) to 

give about -1.6 turns about the histone core or about 90 

bases per turn. 

Scattering Particles 

When circular dichroism techniques are applied to structures 

whose size is comparable to the wavelength of light, several 

complications arise that affect the CD signals in sometimes 

quite surprising fashion. CD studies have now been applied 

quite extensively to complicated biological macrostructureS. 

Much CD work has been published on the optical behavior of 

DNA in chromosomes (21), chromatin ( 38, 146 1  152), bacteria 

(163), sperm (150, 151) and related material, such as 

reconstituted nucleohistones (22, 23, 124, 125) and other 

model systems for DNA-protein complexes (82, 144, 145, 146). 

DNA condensates in ETOH solvents also show CD scattering 

components (66, 67). The structure of bacteriophages has 

been studied with CD (45, 43, 44, ill) and the conformations 

of membrane-incorporated proteins (58, 102, 140, 142, 168, 

169), whole red blood cell and cell ghosts (56, 57, 140, 142, 

143), have also motivated considerable effort in recent years. 
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All these objects due to their large size and particulate 

nature tend to form light scattering suspensions, some of 

which scatter quite intensely. The ettect on uu ineasuLee. 

is still not well understood, although it has been extensively 

discussed (10, 11, 12, 13, 58, 59, 60, 61,142, 168). 

Several possible artefacts of CD measurements have been pro-

posed, among them: absorption or Duysens flattening (46, 

140, 168), concentration obscuring effects (140, 142, 143, 

168, 169), differential light scattering (43, 44, 45) and 

liquid crystal behavior (86, 87.).. . Corrections for these 

effects have been attempted in a variety of ways both by 

computational approximations and theoretical applications of 

classical scattering theories modified for optically active 

particles (10-13, 59-61, 87). 	instrumental corrections have 

been' attempted with varying degrees of success by Dorman 

& Maestre-. (44-45); Gregory & Raps (71); Maestre & Reich, in 

preparation. 

In general the presence of possible optical scattering 

perturbations on CD signals are manifested by the following: 

(a) Long CD tails—CD dichroism signals away from the 

absorbance bands; (b) Extremely large CD signals—factors 

up to 10 3  times the intrinsic CD of the component material; 

(c) Abnormally low values for CD bands and gross distortion 

of shapes (Duysens flattening effects); (ci) position-sensitive 

CD spectra which depend strongly on the position of the sample 

with respect to the detector. This last condition must be 
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differentiated from linear dichroism or linear birefringence 

of the material which will produce very large apparent CD 

and which can be detected by rotating the sample about the 

axis of the light beam (42, 165); (e) Apparent CD signals 

that vary with the acceptance angle of the detector, or that 

are detected at an angle to the incident beam (43-45). These 

signals can be measured by beam goniometer instruments or 

instruments that measure selected sectors of the scattering 

pattern (see Figure 2); (f) Signals that vary slowly over a 

period of time in nonreproducible fashion. These are usually 

associated with precipitation or condensation of nucleic 

acids from solutions, or cornplexation with polypeptides or 

histones. In general some of these. condensates produce CD 

signals that vary widely with preparation history and are 

hard to reproduce. 

Historically, the problem of scattering was first discussed 

by Ji and Urry (91) in their explanation for the distorted 

CD spectra of proteins in membranes. They explained the 

reduction of magnitudes and the red shifted minima as a 

manifestation of some type of absorbance flattening equivalent 

to that postulated by Duysens for the distortion in absorbance 

spectra of very large particles. Similar interpretation of 

the distorted CD spectra of red blood cell membranes were 

proposed by Schneider et al (140), as correction could be 

obtained by sonication of the membranes. 

The CD of bacteriophages T2, T4 1  T6, showed CD tails 

that extended far into the visible range of the spectrum 
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(111). The CD tails were effectively eliminated by the 

use of variable acceptance detectors and the use of an 

integrating device (fluorscat cell, Dorman et al, 1973) 

(43-45) which covered all regions of the scattering envelope 

except the back region. These measurements presumably have 

corrected for that part of the spectrum which depends on 

differential scattering, that is, preferential scattering of 

right and left circularly polarized light. In Figure 2 we 

can see the different degrees of correction as the angle of 

acceptance of the detector is gradually increased. 

Similar instrumentation was used to study the CD of 

nucleohistOne aggregates (Dorman & Naestre, unpublished data). 

Figure 3 shows the separation of the CD spectrum of an 

Hl histone-DNA complex into a differential scattering component, 

and aconpiexationaggregation CD signal, which is presumably 

an intrinsic property of the complex. Notice how the dif-

ferential scattering component contains all the long CD tails 

properties. The CD scattering component can be shown to be 

very similar to the' Kramers-KrOnig transform of the intrinsic 

signal, i.e., it comes from the dispersive part of the complex 

index of refraction for the nucleohistOfle aggregate. 

The type of CD spectra shown above is similar to the so-

called psi () type spectra as described by Jordan et al (95). 

Similar spectra were obtained by Carroll (22, 23) for complexes 

of DNA and RNA with polypeptides; polylysine-DNA complexes 

gave very large positive and negative psi-type spectra. 
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Evdokimov et al (47, 48, 49) 	have 	reported on the 

very large psi-type CD (both positive and negative) for DNA 

particles precipitated from aqueous salt solutions containing 

various concentrations of polyethylene glycol. Again all the 

reported CD spectra show very large values and long CD tails 

away from the main absorbance bands into the visible region 

of the spectrum. Shin and Eichorn (147) were able to show a 

reversible change of a negative psi spectrum into a positive 

psi spectrum for DNA-polylysine complexes upon the addition 

and removal of metal ions. They proposed that a reversible 

change in tertiary structure was involved. Similar types of 

psi-type spectra have been reported by Fasman and co-workers 

for the optical properties of reconstituted nucleohistones 

(50, 51). Other types of structures such as intact chioro-

plasts show CD spectra that are extremely variable depending 

on the acceptance angle of the detector and also on its 

angular orientation relative to the incident beam (71, 128). 

Not all large nucleic acids show such remarkable CD 

scattering propreties. Gosule and Scheliman (62) have 

described a DNA-spermidiñe aggregate that shows no change at all 

in the CD spectra of the DNA as compared to the solution 

spectra. Maestre (unpublished) has measured the CD spectra 

of B1A viruses of the f2 family in which the CD is the same 

as the solution spectra; also in 	DNA bacteriophage 

there is no change in the DNA CD spectrum relative to the 

solution spectrum. 



As pointed out by Holzwarth et al(87) the CD spectra of 

the DNA inside the head of a T-even bacteriophage shows many 

of the characteristics of the optical activity of liquid 

crystals, i.e., strong CD signals with absorbariCe band shapes' 

and long CD tails with "hooks" close to the absorbanCe bands. 

Furthermore, Reich at al (in preparation) found that the scatter -

ing properties of DNA condensates in ethanoliC solutions 

showed some striking resemblances to the scattering patterns 

of liquid crystals. Using a novel application of fluorescence 

detected circular dichroism they developed a way of measuring 

the total differential scattered CD components in all possible 

directions, or sectors, of the scattering pattern. This will 

measure all light that is not absorbed. The result is 

depicted in Figure 4. Reich et al found the striking result 

that for this type of psi-type CD spectra (very large in 

magnitude and positive) there is very little forward dif-

ferential scattering. Most of the differential scattering 

is perpendicular to the light beam, but some differential 

scattering occurs in the backward direction. Even more 

remarkable was the fact that for some of the particles 

correction for differential scattering produced larger psi- 

type CD spectra. 

The above results illustrate the futility of only measuring 

one direction of differential scattering with the hope that 

it will provide insight into the total CD scattering of the 

particle. Extrapolations such as performed by the computa 

tional approximation of Nicolini et al (121) and GitterAmir 
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et al (56, 57) are fraught with possible misunderstandings, 

about the optical behavior of such large particles. This is 

because these workers are assuming that CD scattering behaves 

as ordinary, unpolarized Rayleigh-Debye or Mie-type scattering. 

As pointed out by Maestre and Reich (in preparation) CD measure-

ment is a ratio of the intensity difference of left minus right-

polarized light divided by the sum of such intensities. This 

signal can obviously have a very large value even if the total 

scattered intensity is very small, and conversely, the ratio 

can be very small if the total intensity scattered is very 

large. 

Maestre and Reich (in preparation) have measured the CD of 

DNA films with induced twists produced by shearing the film 

between quartz plates and have obtained CD values of extremely 

large magnitudes (Figure 5). They also have shown that the 

sense of twist of the films determines the sign of the 

measured CD. Moreover, they measured the back scattering of 

these films and found that the polarization of the scattered 

light is the same as that of the incoming beam; this is one of 

the main characteristics of cholesteric liquid crystal 

reflections (29, 54, 850,  86) . Measurement of psi-type 

particles, i.e., polylysine-T7 phage DNA aggregates and 

ethanolic condensates, shows behavior similar to the scatter-

ing behavior of the films. 	All the psi-type CD 

are probably manifestation of some cholesteric or twisted 

nematic type of arrangement of the DNA molecules in the films 

and particles (43, 45, 49, 54, 82,. 95). Maestre and Reich 
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(in preparation) postulated the following explanations: 

(a) Psi-type spectra are mainly a manifestation of resonance 

scattering phenomena with associated anomalous transmission 

in the absorbing bands; (b) The apparent CD bands outside the 

absorbing regions (CD tails) can be eliminatedby the use of 

devices such as fluorscat cells and FDCD methods (Reich et al, 

in preparation). This apparent CD is caused by differential 

scattering of right and left circularly polarized light; it 

is not only a function of the bulk index of refraction, but 

also reflects the size and shape of the particle; (c) Some of 

the scattering particles have optically active behavior such 

as found in cholesteric liquid crystalor twisted nematic 

crystals. In such cases the sense of twist reflects the 

helical organiztion of the packing of the DNA molecule; that 

is, at left-handed helical array gives positive CD. The 

wavelength at which the large CD occurs is determined by the 

Bragg law as applied to liquid crystal as follows (29, 37): 

n A = 2L cos r 

Here n is the order, A is the wavelength, L is the periodicity 

of the helical organization and r is an internal reflection 

angle (obtained from Snell's Law); (d) It is obvious that for 

this kind of structure it matters little what the intrinsic 

CD of the material is since the CD produced by the super 

organization is so large as to completely mask the underlying 

optical activity. Indeed as in liquid crystals the component 
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molecules do not have to be optically active at all, but they 

must have absorbancé bands at or near the critical wavelength, 

with linearly dichroic behavior (29, 37). 

Theoretical Models 

- 	As seen from the above discussion it is reasonable to expect 

that any attempt to explain the source of scattering perturba-

tions by the use of ordinary scattering theory is doomed to 

failure. The most serious attempts at applying scattering 

theory have been done by Gordon and Holzwarth (60), Gordon 

(59), Holzwarth et al (87) and Bohren (10-13). The result of 

the theories which involve modification of the Mie scattering 

theory for symmetrical objects is that only small corrections 

are necessary to obtain the intrinsic CD of these aggregates. 

Indeed, when the Mie scattering case was solved for a spherical 

particle as a model for the CD of an intact bacteriophage (87) 

the theory failed to compute the scattering components as 

measured by Dorman and Maestre (45). 

The main weakness of the above computations 

is that a very symmetric model is assumed in which the dis- 

tribution of optically active components is essentially 

uniform, furthermore, at present only the forward direction 

is computed due to mathematical difficulties. As implied by 

the experimental data the scattering systems show a highly 

asymmetric distribution of materials with internal orgafliZa 

tion. In the following section we present a model based upon 

a helix; it provides results which are much more consistent 

with experiments. 
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CIRCULAR INTENSITY DIFFERENTIAL SCATTERING 

Some media interact differentially with right and left 

circularly polarized light. These media are characterized 

inacroscopically as being circularly birefringent, i.e., 

having a different refractive index for right and left 

circularly polarized light, and circularly dichroic, i.e., 

having a different absorption coefficient for right and left 

circularly polarized light. The phenomenon of optical 

rotatory dispersion (ORD) is directly related to the real 

parts of the refractive indices, whereas circular dichroism 

(CD) is directly related to the imaginary parts of the 

refractive indices (the absorption coefficients). The 

refractive index can in turn be considered as a manifestation 

of a forward scattering process. It is experimentally 

observed that chiral molecules differentially scatter right 

and left circularly polarized light; it is possible 

to relate such measurements to the molecular dissymetry of 

the medium. It has been suggested (Atkins & Barron (3) and 

Barron et al (5) that this effect be called "Circular 

Intensity Differential Scattering (CIDS). 

An appropriate measure of CIDS is the ratio of the dif-

ference of scattered intensities between left and right 

circularly polarized light to its sum: 

CIDS 	'L - IR)/(IL + I R ) 

where I and I are the scattered intensities for the two 

polarizations of the incident light. This definition of 
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CIDS can apply to both elastic (Rayleigh) and inelastic 

(Raman) scattering. 

The useful features that this method can provide, as an 

experimental tool include: (a) Since the signal can be 

measured for 41T radians around the sample, it is possible to 

get information about the system which is not obtainable from 

forward scattering measurements. (b) It is possible to detect 

different orders of molecular regularity by changing the 

wavelength of the incident radiation. (c) Measurements of 

CIDS should give additional information regarding the dis-

symmetry of molecules and their geometry. 

Some very general theoretical treatments of scattering of 

circularly polarized light have appeared in the literature 

(see reference (7) for a review). The main purpose of this 

article is not, however, to provide an extensive review of 

these theoretical works, but instead to communicate some of 

the preliminary results that have been obtained in our 

laboratory on the CIDS of helical molecules. Here we will 

only mention some of the more important contributions to the 

theory in this field. Atkins and Barron (3) have 

given general expressions for the differential scattering of 

light both for Rayleigh and Raman processes, from a quantum 

mechanical point of view. These authors were able to obtain 

explicit expressions by constructing the scattering matrix and 

relating it to molecular parameters. In their treatment the 

wavelength of light is large compared to the dimensions of the 

molecule and no absorptive phenomena were taken into account. 
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Later Barron and Buckingham (6) presented both a 

classical and quantum mechanical analysis for the elastic 

and inelastic differential scattering of circularly polarized 

light. Harris and McClain (79, 80) have presented a theory 

for the polarization of light scattered by polymers emphasiz-

ing its applicability for wavelengths shorter than the 

polymer 'dimensions. They construct the Perrin matrix for the 

scattering of light according to Stokes' formalism 

(127) 	and relate this phenomenological treatment to 

molecular parameters. The wavelength is assumed to be large 

compared to the size of the monomers, but not necessarily 

large relative to the polymer. The treatment is general; it 

does not explicitly consider any particular geometry. 

CIDS of Helical Molecules 

We present here a classical treatment of the differential 

elastic scattering of a continuous helical structure in which 

all the optical properties of the helix are described by a 

polarizability tenscr. The derivation is obtained within the 

dipole radiation approximation. In what follows we shall 

make explicit reference to the approximations involved, 

although in many cases the details of the derivation must be 

omitted for lack of space. We will treat successively three 

cases in order of increasing complexity of the model. First, 

we deal with a helix of point scatterers having non-interacting 

spherically symmetric polarizabilitieS. It will be shown 

that no differential response to circularly polarized light 
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exists in this case and that CIDS is therefore zero for all 

scattering directions. An asymmetrical polarizability tensor 

is then treated. General expressions for the CIDS as a function 

of the helical parameters and the scattering angle are obtained, 

and some calculations presented. Finally, we consider the 

case in which dipole-dipole interactions between different parts 

of the helix are included. In all cases the theories are 

valid for all wavelengths of the incident radiation. 

General Theory 

The classical solution to the interaction of radiation with 

matter is described by Maxwell's equations in material media. 

From these expressions a differential wave equation can be 

easily obtained by assuming periodic solutions for the fields: 

(V 2  + k2 )E(r) = - [c(r) - 11 k 2E(r) + VV•E(r) 	 7. 

Here c is the dielectric tensor of the medium and k is the wave vector 

of the electric field E. In principle, any scattering problem 

could be solved by obtaining the solution of this differential 

equation subjected to adequate boundary conditions, at the 

- 	surface of the scatterer and at infinity. This approach is 

rather cumbersome if the geometry of the scatterer on which we 

must specify the boundary conditions is as complicated as a 

helical array. A solution is obtained by transforming the 

differential wave equation into an integral equation and using 

the Born-Kirchoff approximation (98, 138). 
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E(r') =Jexp[i(k-k0).r)[(Cl)/47T]idV 
- 	V 	 - - 	 8. 

F = (1-kk/k2 ) (k 2/r') E 0 
 exp (ikir') 

Here E(r') is the electric field at the point in space (r') 

where the scattered signal is measured; E 0  is the incident 

field with polarization direction j; r is the position of the 

scatterer; k and k are the scattered and incident wave 
- 	-o 

vectors, respectively. The integral extends over the positions 

of all the scatterers. The physical relation between all 

these quantities is schematically shown in Figure 6a for 

a segment of a helix. Equation (8) incorporates, through r 

all the boundary conditions dependent on the geometry of the 

scatterers. Furthermore, since (c-1)/4ir is proportional to 

the polarizability tensor, c, associated with the scatterer, 

we see that equation (8) gives the electric field at a 

distance r' from an origin, as the coherent sum (integral) 

of all the contributions of dipole radiation induced by the 

incident field. 

HELICZL ARRAY WITH A SPHERICALLY SYNMETRICAL POLARIZABILITY 

The equation of a helix can be written in parametric form as: 

=1 acosO +2 asinO + !3 (P0/271) 	 9. 

where a is the radius of the helix, P its pitch and e 1 , e 2 , 

e 3  are orthogonal unit vectors. The helix is assumed to be 

infinitely thin. In order to describe adequately the 
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polarizability of the helix, we define a new cartesian 

coordinate system along orthogonal directions at each point 

on the helix, as is shown in Figure 6b. The parametric form 

of each of these unit vectors is: 

= 	cose +2 sine 

t = dr/dO = e 1 (a/M)sin6 + e2 (a/M)cosO + e3 (P/2ITM) 	 10. 

p = n x t=e1(P/2ITM)sinO - !2(P/27M0S0 + e 3 (a/M) 

with M2  = (a2  + P2 /4ir 2 ) a normalization constant. Now, since 

the polarizability is in general a second rank tensor, we can 

use dyadic notation and write it as: 

= ctt + atflr + atp 	+ atnt + ... 
	 11. 

We see that the case of spherically symmetric polarizability 

corresponds to a diagonal tensor of the type 

a 	 ct1 
	

12. 

since nfl + tt + pp 1. Thus a helix with a spherically 

symmetric polarizability, which can be thought of as a helical 

array of spherically symmetric point scatterers, will not 

alter the polarization of the incident light. Therefore, 

although of course scattering occurs, the scattered intensities 

for right and left circularly polarized light are the same 

and no differential scattering, (CIDS) is predicted 

for this model. 



HELIX WITH AN ASYMMETRICAL POLARIZABILITY 	We choose 

(Bustamante, Tinoco, Maestre, unpublished) the helix to be 

polarizable only along its tangential direction: a = cxtt. 

This approximation would become exact in the limit of an 

infinitely thin helical structure. 1  With this assumptiOn, the 

scattered electric vector q. 8) can be written: 

E(r') = cF.fexpIi(k-k )•r] tt'jdV 	 13. 

-- 	
-0 

Now dV equals the cross sectional area of the helix, A, times 

dL, the differential of arc length of the helix. We can then 

explicitly write Eq. 8 as 

sin(2tz/P)+zAk 	

14. 

2 
B=A[(41T 2 2 a /p )+l]½ 

9,. is the number of turns of the helix and Q = X2 + Q2)½ 

is the projection of the vector k - in the xy plane (see 

Fiaure 7). After writing explicitly the expression for t in 

Equation 14 and choosing a polarization for the incident light 

1 This restriction is not as strong as it may appear. In fact 

the derivation above will be valid (and the results for CIDS 

will be the same) if we take the polarizability to be: 

a1tt + a2 	+ 	since this is equivalent to: 1 + (a1a2)tt. 

Since as was shown before 1 does not contribute to CIDS, our choice 

is equivalent to an ellipsoidal polarizability. 
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j, we can perform the integration and obtain for incidence 

along y and polarization along z: 

Go 

-2aPT n n 2 S e +(P/1r2T)e3 }sifl(Ik 9..P/2 ) 	15. 
- 

T n =(k z  /2ii)-(fl/P) 

S={rP [ (k/ 2 T -nIP) 2-1/P23 } 

nth order Bessel function. 
This equation is completely general and is valid for all ratios 

of pitch/wavelength. For the case of P> wavelength, Equation 

15 can be simplified: 

E(r' )=Bo (P/4irM 2 )F' {ia [J 1(Qa)Xni_Jn_3(Qa)Xn_3]!1+a[Jn_1 (Qa) X_ 1  

+J - 	n-3 2 (Qa)X 	Je +(P/7r)J n 2(Qa)X..2e3} 
-  

16. 

X = exp[in(* + 7/2)]; n = (AkP/ 21t)+ 2  n 

In this last equation we obtain the result that if the wavelength 

of light is smaller or equal to the pitch of the helix, the 

scattering pattern is not continuous, but discreet. This 

appears in the equation as a selection rule which specifies 

the allowed values that the e 3  component (z component) of the 

vector can take (see Figure 7). Cochran, Crick and Vand 

(33) obtained a similar result for unpolarized light. The scattering 
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pattern of a helix with light incident perpendicular to the 

helix axis is •therefore (for P > A) composed of layer lines, 

the maximum number of which can be easily shown to be: 

1\nax = { p/x} + 2 17. 

Where {P/A} means the integral part of P/A. Equations 16 and 

17 are valid only for P > A. For P < A, the more 

complicated equation 15 must be used. The scattering field 

is in this case continuous and no layer structure is associated 

with it. Similar results can be obtained for any other 

direction of incidence and possible polarizations including 

ciru1ar polarization. From the field strengths, the intensity 

of the scattered radiation can be calculated; in this way 

we have obtained an expression for CIDS for P > A and incidence 

along y: 

1L'R 	(2aP/7){Ma2  + N p2/22}  cos 	
*/) 

= 	(a2P2 /2i 2 )U + (P 4/2i 4 V + aW 

where: M = J_ 1 (J-J_2 ) 4 	
- 

N = J_2 (J_ 1  - J_3 ) 

18. 
* 

U = 3J 
2 
 _3 + 33 

2  n-1 - 2J_ 3J 1  cos 2(i + 7t/2) 

v=J -2  

w = J 2 + 2J_ 2  + 	-4 - 	+ 'n-4n--2 cos 2(p* + 712). 

and the arguement of the Bessel functions is Qa. 
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The same equation is obtained for the incidence along x direction, 

as expected. CIDS for light incident along the helix axis 

(z direction), can also be obtained in a closed form for the 

case of P > A to give: 

(P2 /2ii 2 ) 	(J 1_ 3  - 	 'l'R - J_1 ) - a2(J 	- 

'LR - 	(P2/27i 2 ) 	(J 1_ 3  + J 1_ 1 ) + a(J2  + i n-4 + 2J_ 2 ) 

19. 

There are two observations to be made about Equations 18 and 

19. First, we notice that in expression 19 all the dependence 
* 

of angle 	has disappeared, thus the CIDS for light incident 

along the z axis is cylindrically symmetric, as expected. This 

result is of course not true along the other two directions of 

incidence. Secondly, we notice that all the constants appear-

ing in front of Equations 15 and 16 cancel when the CIDS ratio 

is taken. The main result is that this ratio is independent 

of the actual value of the polarizability along the tangential 

direction. This means that this simple model is unable to 

take into account possible absorptive phenomena, damping or 

band shape effects. This is related to the fact that we have 

not allowed off diagonal terms in the polarizability tensor. 

In this context, since there is no interaction between different 

parts of this helix we can refer to these results as form CIDS 

(9, 174). Equations 17 and 18 have been used to calculate 

CIDS for different layer lines and for all angles . In 

Figure 8 polar graphs of the zero layer line pattern of CIDS 

for ratios of P/A of 10, 1 and 0.1 are shown. Also shown is 
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the normalized total 1i + 1R scattered intensity. 

We will outline the general results only in connection 

with these calculations. (a) There is no differential forward 

scattering in the zero layer line. This is true for any 

ratio of p/A. For all other layer lines the differential 

forward scattering is not zero. (b) The pattern of layer 

lines is symmetric about the x-y plane (zero layer line). 

(c) The differential scattered light both for the backward direc-

tion in the zeroth layer line, and perpendicular to the x-y plane, 

passes through a minimum changing the sign of its polarization for 

a given relation of pitch/wavelength and pitch/radius. 	These re- 

sults are related to those described for the sign of polarization 

of the radiation scattered by helical antennas of definite handed-

ness (101) and might also be connected to the results described 

in 	scattering expernitents with liquid crystals (29,37) 

and DNA films (Maestre and Reich, work in progress). (d) The 

number of lobes of the scattering pattern for the zero layer 

line is independent of the ratio of pitch/wavelength, but it 

is an increasing function of the ratio of radius/wavelength. 

The lobes alternate in sign as indicated in Figure 8. (e) 

The number of lobes decreases in going from the zero to the 

higher order layer lines. (f) The envelope of the patterns 

has a complicated behavior: maxima and minima can be found 

as a function of the ratio P/A. The minima seem to be equiva-

lent tothe "invisible" particles described by Kerker 

(99) and Chewh and Kerker (31) for regular scattering. (g) 

As the wavelength grows relative to the dimensions of the helix 

(pitch, radius), the differential scattering decreases 
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and resembles increasingly the functional dependence of 

Rayleigh scattering; for wavelengths much larger than the 

pitch or radius the differential scattering is zero, whereas the 
total intensity approaches that of Rayleigh (spherical) scattering 

(Fig. 8) 
SELF-INTERACTING HELIX WITH AN ANISOTROPIC POLARIZABILITY 

Here we will construct a solution to the scattering of radiation 

by a helix in which interactions between different parts of 

the scatterer are included. In fact by allowing a coupling 

between the electric dipoles induced along the helix we are 

actually describing how the initial field—at a given point on 

the helix—is perturbed. by the fields at the same point 

generated by the electric dipoles induced somewhere else along 

the helix by the same initial field. The end result of this 

correlation between different parts of the helix is, therefore, 

• 	to go from an external field to a tiloca lIt field description. 

We will allow only dipole-dipole interactions (134) and in this 

way the 'effective field at a given polarizable point j in the 

helix can be written as a first approximation: 

c ex(-ik0 r) - ET 2, •E0  exp(-ik0 r) 
	

20. 

Where the summation runs over all the other dipoles induced on 

the helix where T is the dipole interaction tensor (134). 

Although we will not write down the equations here, one can 

obtain an expression for the scattered electric field from a 

self interacting continuous helix. The scattering field 

contains two terms. The first one corresponds to the incident 
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field and the second one is the correction for the dipole- 

dipole interactions. 

As it turns out, following a similar analysis to that 

for the noninteracting helix, one arrives at equations which 

cannot be integrated analytically. Therefore, the contribu-

tion to the CIDS due to the dipole-dipole interaction term 

must be evaluated numerically. However, for light incident 

along the z axis it is possible to obtain a closed expression. 

The result obtained resembles the equations of the noninter-

action case. Of course because the total scattered field is: 

incident + E interactiOfl, 

the CIDS will involve cross terms which again cannot in general 

be obtained analytically. To this point we have done no 

calculations with the equations obtained for the interacting 

case. Further research to determine in what way the presence 

of the correlation might change the observed scattering patterns 

is being carried out in our laboratory. There are a few remarks 

to make at this point. Due to the nonlinear form of the fields. 

(Equation 20) the polarizabilities will not be cancelled in the 

CIDS and, as expected, absorptive phenomena and band shapes 

will be relevant in this model. What has been accomplished by 

allowing interaction is equivalent to the macroscopic, ad hoc 

introduction of off diagonal terms in the polarizability to 

describe absorptive phenomena. Although we have not yet made 

calculations with this model, we might predict a priori, that 

two different sources of differential scattering are now 
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operative: first, what we have called previously form 

scattering (which is due to the anisotropy of the polariza-

bilities involved); and a second contribution that we might 

call intrinsic CIDS which is due to the anisotropic coupling 

between the radiation dipoles. This, as is well-known, is the 

way classical electrodynamics takes account of the optical 

activity of matter (14). 

Future research will involve a better understanding of the 

preliminary results that have been communicated here, as well 

as the relative importance of both intrinsic and form contribu-

tions to the observed differential scattering patterns within 

and outside of absorption bands. We are currently working on a 

quantum mechanical description of this model. 
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Figure 1. Calculated CD for the dinucleoside phosphate ApA 

using a weak coupling assumption and a strong coupling 

assumption. The interesting finding is that these two very 

different approximations give similar results. 

Figure 2. A diagramatic representation of the CD scattering 

envelope and its measurement for a hypothetical particle. 

Different sectors are measured by computing the appropriate 

differences between measuring methods. For example far-close 

means the difference is calculated between the signals measured 

with the photomultiplier far from and close to the cell. 

Figure 3. Fluorscat correction for CD scattering components 

for Hi-DNA nucleohistone complexes. The differential scatter-

ing component accounts for the CD tails outside the main 

absorbance bands of the complex. The nucleohistone CD is at 

least one order of magnitude larger than the DNA in solution. 

Figure 4. The CD scattering components of DNA condensates in 

80 percent EtOH-buffer (w/w) solutions as measured in different 

directions. An important result for this case is that the 

component in the forward direction is very small as compared 

to the side scattering and back scattering components. For 

this type of particle the CD scattering is mainly in the side 

directions. 
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Figure 5. CD of DNA films measured in a vertical CD assembly 

as a function of twist of film and orientation of film about 

the optical axis of light beam. Twisting occurred in the 

sequential order described in curve label. 

Figure 6(a).A segment of the helix of radius a, showing the 

relations between r, the vector position of the scatterer; r' 

the vector position of the point of observation S and r" the 

distance from the scatterer to the observation point. In the 

far field approximation lr'-rl is approximately r'. (b) The 

same segment of the helix shows the local orthogonal coordinate 

system in terms of which of the dielectric tensor is defined. 

The parameter 0 is shown also. See text for the definitions : 

of t, p, n. 

Figure 7. Relations between the incident and scattered 

vectors k and k are shown for light incident along e 2 ; Q is the 

projection of the vector k-k 0  onto the plane e1 , e 2  (x-y plane). 

4' is the angle between Q and the e 1-axis. The third component 

of 	= Lkis also shown in the figure. The experimentally 

observed angle of scattering, 4', is shown. 
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Figure 8. Polar plots of the scattering of light incident 

perpendicular to the helix axis of a helix of radius = 1 and 

pitch = 10. The light is incident from the bottom of each 

figure. The differential scattering is shown on the left hand 

side of the figure. The absolute magnitude of 1L - 	+ 

is plotted vs. angle; the sign of each lobe is given. In 

fig. (8a) the wavelength = 1 (P/A = 10); in fig. (8b) the wave-

length = 10 (P/A = 1) and 20 (P/A = 0.5). The total scattering 

is shown on the right hand side of the figure. The normalized 

magnitude of 	+is plotted vs. angle. for the same wave- 

lengths. 

.1 
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